
(Rossojbleo 2022) "Scented,
soil-driven aromas of red
cherry, redcurrant, dried
flowers, minerals and tobacco.
Fresh and juicy on entry, then
penetrating in the middle, with
serious but harmonious acidity
firming up the sappy red fruit
and floral flavours. Finishes
with palate-staining floral
perfume. I love this style of
Sicilian red wine." 92 points, Ian

D'Agata, Terroir Sense (April 2024)

(Nerobufaleffj 2019)
"Flamboyant candied aromas of
red cherry, coffee, dried
flowers, licorice and marzipan
are lifted by a bright violet
topnote. Lush, sweet and
perfumed in the mouth, with
intense flavours of raspberry,
cherry, spices, rose petal and
saline minerality. Closes very
long, ripely tannic and with
repeating perfumed floral lift.
Very expressive already, with
lovely framing acidity, this
strikes me as a more floral less
Amarone-like version of
Nerobufaleffj." 96 points, Ian

D'Agata, Terroir Sense (April 2024)

GULFI
Sicilia, Italy

www.gulfi.it

From Sicily’s extreme south-eastern tip, stretching up to the wild volcanic slopes of Etna, Gulfi’s

vineyards can be found in some of islands most interesting and expressive viticultural areas. Raffaele

Catania started making Gulfi wines in the 70’s, at this stage just Nerojbleo grown on the Ibleo mountains.

In 1995 Raffaele’s son Vito took over, with a vision to expand their offerings and make the best Nero

d’Avola wines available. Three generations of knowledge, experience and winemaking traditions have

now been passed down through the Catania family. Their philosophy, to nurture and develop native

Sicilian grapes varieties, working organically with very old vines and a minimal intervention approach to

winemaking. Today Gulfi is run by Vito’s two sons Matteo and Raffaele who have only further

strengthened the reputation of this exemplary estate.

Gulfi’s vineyards start in Pachino in the south-east of Sicily, where they produce single vineyard

(contrada) Nero d’Avola wines from the historical plots of Maccari, Bufaleffi, Baroni and San Lorenzo. Part

of Gulfi’s legacy is that they were the first winery ever to release single-contrada Nero d’Avola’s from

Sicily, at a time when no one believed in its potential. They also have land in Monti Iblei, in the region of

Ragusa, the traditional area of Cerasuolo di Vittoria DOCG. And on the northern slopes of Mount Etna,

where their Nerello Mascalese and Nerello Cappuccio vines are 100 + years old and sit at a

considerable altitude of 850 meters above sea level. Their vines are trained according to the Alberello

technique (depicted in their logo), a very traditional technique that the Catania family have long been

advocates for. It means small tree (much like bush vines), the vine supports itself, its self-shading, slow

ripening and requires no additional irrigation. Not only is it perfect in coping with the extreme conditions

here, but it too is part of what keeps their history and traditions alive.

Committed to sustainability and a minimal intervention approach, Gulfi are certified organic, taking

utmost care in the vineyard to protect its natural balance. “Land is our richness, we don’t have to misuse

it but rather listen to it and conserve it.” Vito Catania. Their winemaking philosophy is simple, working

with minimal intervention to make terroir expressive wines which allow the true nature of these native

varieties to shine. Together with consultant winemaker Salvo Foti, this iconic estate consistently release

some of Sicily’s (if not Italy’s) top wines. Capable of very long ageing, these wines are really expressive,

with strong typicity, and refinement. It is an honour to represent Gulfi in our portfolio.

Code Label name Vintage Alcohol Closure type Case size

White Wine

GU0420 Valcanzjria - Organic 2020 12.5% Cork 6X0.75lt
GU0521 Carjcanti - Organic 2021 12.5% Cork 6X0.75lt

Red Wine

GU0622 Rossojbleo - Organic 2022 12.5% Cork 6X0.75lt
GU0722 Cerasuolo di Vittoria - Organic 2022 13.5% Cork 6X0.75lt
GU0315 NeroBaronj - Organic 2015 14.0% Cork 6X0.75lt
GU0218 NeroSanloré - Organic 2018 14.0% Cork 6X0.75lt
GU0116 NeroBufaleffj - Organic 2016 14.5% Cork 6X0.75lt
GU0216 NeroSanloré - Organic 2016 14.0% Cork 6X0.75lt
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